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How can you secure the millions of identities that access your systems ... especially in the current reality of emerging technologies, lean budgets ... and scarcity of “A-team” security professionals? Not to mention, the costly and excessively long implementation times for traditional, on-premise identity and access management environments?

Ubiquitous access credentials for all things connected ... including employees, customers, devices, complex cloud-based environments and even robots.

At Accenture, we’re constantly applying NEW innovations to Identity and Access Management solutions – so they drive down costs NOW ... help you scale more easily ... and meet your needs today -- and tomorrow.

Our sophisticated Identity and Access Management solutions can be up and running in ... not months or years ... but in just a few hours. That’s for a fully functioning and tested Identity and Access Management environment. Imagine the cost savings. Not to mention the increased security you get so much faster.

That’s the power of velocity in Identity and Access Management (IAM) solutions. And when speed is combined with market-leading innovations, outcomes like these, follow fast:

LOWER COSTS and FEWER ERRORS
• Our robotic process automation quickly streamlines and improves repetitive IAM processes, eliminating errors. We can even put digital assistants to work for you that can learn like human agents and solve problems.

ABILITY TO SCALE and PREDICT
• With DevOps, we help you bring higher quality and more consistent IAM infrastructures. The kind that can be easily scaled and that provide outcomes that are more predictable and repeatable.

SIMPLIFIED ENROLLMENT
• Our biometrics solutions can solve the complex processes for biometric enrollment, de-duplication and authentication. In fact, they are so powerful that they’re used in border control agencies and by numerous financial clients.

With Accenture as your digital identity partner, you’ll have peace of mind that your digital trust is top of mind, with a global team of highly skilled professionals. Let us help you strengthen your security from the inside out. Feel the confidence that comes from business resilience. The kind that allows you to turn to what matters most. Innovation and growth.
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